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ON T H E GENERATIVE CAPACITY OF COLONIES 
G H E O R G H E P Ä U N ] 
We consider here colonies (grammar systems having as components regular grammars 
generating finite languages) with various derivation modes (*,t,< k,= k,> k, as usual in 
grammar systems area). Their generative capacity is investigated. Problems still open in 
the theory of general grammar systems (concerning, for instance, hierarchies on the number 
of components and on the parameter k mentioned above) are solved for this particular case. 
When hypothesis languages are added or the cooperation is aided by a transducer, the 
family of context-sensitive languages is characterized in most of these derivation modes. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Tae notion of colony is introduced in [11] as an a t tempt to model in grammatical 
terms ideas in [1], [2], of considering intelligent systems build from as simple as pos-
sible elements. Informally speaking, a colony is a system of regular grammars, each 
generating a finite language, working on a common sentential form (in turn, each 
component replaces its axiom by a string), thus generating a language. Therefore 
we have a particular case of grammar systems, in the sense of [3], [4], a promising 
approach to distribution and cooperation appearing in various questions of artificial 
intelligence, cognitive psychology etc (see discussions in [10]). The colonies were 
investigated in [6], [12], [13] from various points of view, but a systematic study of 
thern is still missing. 
For instance, so far only the basic mode of derivation (one occurrence of a compo-
nent axiom is replaced by a string) and the terminal mode (the maximal competence 
strategy: all occurrences of the axiom are replaced at a given step) have been con-
sidered (the last one in [13]). However, in grammar systems area more derivation 
modes are investigated: at least k, exactly k, at most k, any number of rules used 
when a component is enabled. In the case of colonies we do not count the used rules, 
but the number of axiom occurrences replaced by strings generated by the corre-
sponding component. We start here the study of such variants, investigating their 
generative power. They look theoretically natural , but also "practically" motivated: 
think at intelligent systems whose components have to observe a precise protocol 
of cooperation, in terms of t ime restrictions about the work when enabled. More 
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generally, the motivations for considering colonies with the basic mode of derivation 
[11] extend over these new derivation modes (consider, for example, a multi-agent 
system with time restrictions). However, our approach is basically mathematical, 
we do not look for specific "applications" of colonies with the working modes as 
described above. 
Some results are as expected (hierarchies on the number of components), others 
are surprising (incomparability of families of languages defined by the parameter k, 
counting the number of replaced axioms). Both these problems are open for general 
grammar systems. It is also somewhat unexpected that colonies with further aid 
in work (hypothesis languages or sequential transducers) are as powerful as general 
grammar systems, characterizing again the family of context-sensitive languages. 
2. COLONIES; DERIVATION MODES 
For an alphabet V we denote by V* the set of all strings of symbols in V, including 
the empty one, denoted by A; as usual, V+ = V* — {A}. The length of x G V* is 
denoted by \x\ and |x | a denotes the number of occurrences of the symbol a in x. 
We denote by FIN, REG, LIN, CF, CS the families of finite, regular, linear, 
context-free, context-sensitive languages, respectively (all languages are considered 
here modulo A: two languages are identical if they differ at most in the empty string). 
For all unexplained notions of formal language theory we refer to [16]; for regu-
lated rewriting we refer to [7] and for grammar systems theory to [4]. 
A colony, in the sense of [11], is a construct 
a = (T, Ri,. ..,Rn,w), 
where T is an alphabet, Ri = ( N , T;, Pi, Si) are regular grammars with L(Ri) finite, 
1 < t < n, and w is a string over TU{S\,S2,..-,Sn} containing at least one symbol 
Si, for some i, 1 < i < n; T C U"= 1Ti. 
Because we are interested here only in the generative power of such machineries, 
we consider in the following an equivalent but more compact definition (also more 
suitable for introducing derivation modes of the types usual in grammar systems 
area). 
Def in i t ion 1. A colony (of degree n, n > 1) is a construct 
a = (T,(S1,F1),...,(Sn,Fn),w), 
where T is an alphabet, Si,... ,Sn are symbols not in T (we denote N = {Si,... ,Sn}), 
Fi C ( N U T - {Si})+, l<i<n, are finite languages, and w £ ( N U T ) * N ( N U T ) * . 
Thus we are not interested in the way Fi is generated from Si, but only in the 
strings it contains. Please note that in the style of [11], [12] we do not allow Fi to 
contain the empty string, and that the start string w contains at least one axiom 
symbol Si. 
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Def in i t ion 2 . For x, y € (N U T ) * , k > 1, and a component (Si, Fi) of a colony a 




Moreover, we define 
>~k y iff x = xiSiX2Si .. .XkSiXk+i, 
y = XlWiX2W2 . . .XkWkXk + l, 
where Wj G E;, 1 < j < k; 
>f y iff x =>f for some k' < k; 
>fk y iff x ==>f*' for some A;' > A:; 
->l y iff x =>j=* : for some &' > 0. 
y iff jp = xiSiX2Si.. .a?jfe5iXfe-f.i, 
y = xiwix2w2 .. .XkWkXk+i, 
where Wj ~ Fi, 1 < j < k, and 
\xix2 . . .Xk+i\si = 0 
(all occurrences of Si are replaced by strings in Fi, not necessarily identical). 
In [11], [12] only the derivation mode "= 1" is considered; the /-mode is investi-
gated in [13]. 
Def in i t ion 3 . The language generated by a colony <r in the derivation mode / » / € 
{*,t}U{< k,= k, > k | k > 1}, is 
Lf(cr) = {xeT* I w =>
f
n wi ==>l ... =>{s ws = x, 
s>l,l<ij<n,l<j< s}. 
We denote by C O L n ( / ) the family of languages generated by colonies of degree 
at most n,n > 1, in the derivation mode / , / as above; we also put C O L ( / ) = 
U n > l C O L n ( / ) . 
3. T H E GENERATIVE P O W E R 
From definitions, we clearly have 
C O L i ( / ) C FIN, 
C O L n ( / ) C C O L n + 1 ( / ) , 
for n > 1, / as above, and the first relation is equality for / G {*,/,= 1,> 1}U 
{< k | k > 1}. In [12] it is proved that 
C O L ( = 1) = CF and C O L n ( = 1) C C O L n + 1 ( = 1), n > 1, 
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whereas in [13] it is proved that 
CF c C O L ( 0 = EPTOL[i] , 
where EPTOL[i] is the family of languages generated by propagating ETOL systems 
having at most one rule X —* x, x ^ X, in each table (see [14]). 
As clearly L=i(cr) = L*(cr) = L>i(cr) = L<fc(cr), k > 1, we have 
T h e o r e m 1. C O L n ( = 1) = COL n (*) = C O L n ( < k) = C O L n ( > 1) 
C CF , and C O L ( = 1) = COL(*) = COL(< k) = COL(> 1) = CF, for all 
n > 1, fc > 1. 
Consider now some examples: take the colony 
'h = ({a, b}, (5 i , {aS2a, aba}), (S2, { 5 i » . 5?) , k > 1. 
W C ^ L=fc(crjb) = L>fc(cTfc) = {(a
it3al')fc | « > 1}, 
a language which for fc > 2 is not context-free. 
Indeed, from a string containing less that k occurrences of the symbol Si or 
less than k occurrences of S2 we cannot continue the derivation, hence the first 
component must either replace all occurrences of Si by aS2a (and then the derivation 
continues) or all of them by aba (and the derivation is finished). 
This is a finite index matr ix language; consider also the colony (of degree 2) 
a = ({a,b,c},(Si,{S2S2,S2,aS2b,ab}),(S2,{Si}),(Sic)
k). 
It is easy to see tha t , for all / £ {*,t}U{< r\r> 1}U{= r, > r | 1 < r < k}, k > 1, 
Lf(cr) = {xicx2c.. .xkc \ xi 6 Dayb — {A}, 1 < i < k}, 
where Dajb is the Dyck language over {a, b} (the use of the replacement 5i —• 52 in 
the first component ensures the equality). Clearly, L/(cr) can be mapped into Da>& 
by a sequential transducer. 
As DU)b is not a matr ix language of finite index and the family of matr ix lan-
guages of finite index (we denote it by MATfin) is closed under arbitrary sequential 
transducers [7], it follows that Lj (a) are not matr ix languages of finite index. 
The family COLn(t), n > 3, contains also one-letter non-regular languages: take 
a = ({a}, (Si, {S2S2}), ( 5 2 , {5i}) , (5 i , {a}), Si). 
Clearly, _ . . , 9n 
Lt(a) = {a
2 | n > l } . 
On the other hand, as all the strings in colonies components are non-empty, a lan-
guage L=jt(cr) or L>fc(<r) can contain only strings x with \x\ > k. Therefore, for 
k > 2 and given V, languages L C V* containing strings x E V*, \x\ < k, are not in 
COL(= k), COL(> k), hence 
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Theorem 2. The families FIN, REG, LIN, CF, MATfin are incomparable with 
each of COLn(= k), COLn(> Jfe), n > 2, COL(= Jfc), COL(> jfc), k > 2. 
For the case / = t, n = 2 we have 
Theorem 3. COL2(f) is incomparable with REG, LIN, MATfin, but COL2(i) C 
CF. 
P r o o f . The inclusion COL2(t) C CF follows as in [3], [4] for context-free gram-
mar systems, but, for technical reasons, we briefly prove it again: given a = 
(T, (Si, Fi), (S2, F2), w) we construct the grammar 
G = ({S, SUS2},T, {S -> w} U {Si-^ x \x E Fi, i = 1, 2}, S). 
In view of the fact that Fi C (T U {5,-})*, {i,j} = {1,2}, we have the equality 
Lt(a) = L(G). 
This implies Var(L) < 3 for every L 6 COL2(2) (Var(L) is the smallest number 
of nonterminals necessary in order to generate L by means of context-free grammars 
[8], [9]). As there are regular languages L with Var(L) = n for every n, [8], we 
obtain REG - COL2(t) £ 0. 
On the other hand, as we have already pointed out, COL2(t) contains languages 
not in MATfin.
 D 
A natural and important problem is whether the parameters n and k, in COLn( /) , 
/ £ {*«^}U{< k, = k, > k \k> 1}, lead to infinite hierarchies (are the colonies with 
n + 1 components more powerful than those with n components ?). This is proved in 
[11] for COLn(= 1), hence also COLn(*), COLn(> 1), COLn(< jfe), for given jfc, are 
infinite hierarchies, whereas COLn(< k) = COLn(< 1), for all k > 1 and given n. 
The parameter n defines infinite hierarchies for the other modes of derivation too. 
(Note that this problem is still open for general grammar systems [4].) 
Theorem 4. COLn(t) C COLn+1(f), n > 1. 
P r o o f . For n = 1,2 this is already proved (COL^t) = FIN C COL2(*) C CF, 
but COL3(t) — CF / 0). Consider now the language 
n 
Ln = uly&r, 
for n > 2. It can be generated by the colony 






Therefore, Ln € COL2n+1(tf). 
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Take now an arbitrary colony a = ({a, b}, (Si , Ei),. . . , (Sm, Fm), w) such that 
Lt(a) = Ln. The derivations in a can be viewed also as derivations in the context-
free grammar G = ( { S 0 , S i , 5 2 , . . . , Sm}, {a, b}, {S0 —> w} U {S.; —> z \ z G Ei, 1 < 
i < m } , S 0 ) (but not conversely), hence we can speak about derivations in a as 
derivations in G too. Because every subset (alb)*, 1 < t < n, of Ln is infinite, 
we must have a recursive derivation S; =>* uSiV, uv / A; in order to obtain 
it, at least two components of a are involved (Si does not appear in strings of 
Ei). This derivation can be finished by some S t = > * z and it can be iterated, 
Si =>* urSiVr, therefore urzvr will eventually generate strings of arbitrarily large 
length (the colony is A-free), hence containing substrings of the form balb. Two 
such subderivations Si ==>* uSiV must involve different nonterminal symbols (Si, 
plus some S'^S",... used in intermediate steps), otherwise strings containing two 
different substrings balb, ba^b, i / j , could be obtained. This implies that at least 2n 
different components are used in these n derivations Si =>* uSiV. The symbols S t 
must also be produced (possibly in strings in (TU{S;})* , 1 < i < m, not necessarily 
as strings Si) by a further component, starting from the axiom of a. In conclusion, a 
must have at least 2n-\-l components, that is Ln (£ COL2n(t). (The idea in the above 
sketched argument is used in many similar contexts in the descriptional complexity 
area - see, for instance, [8] - so we do not specify here all the technical details of 
the proof.) 
We have obtained COL2n(t) C COL2n+i(*)>
 n > 2-




i = 2 
n > 2, we have L'n = Lt(a') for 
fT






hence L'n G COL2 n+2C0- However, L'n <£ COL2n+i(*); the argument is the same as 
for the language Ln, with the remark that the sublanguage {a
2 ' \i > 1} of L'k is not 
context-free, hence it requests at least three components to cooperate in producing 
it (see again Theorem 3). 
It has remained the case COL3(2) C COL^t). For, consider the colony 
< T = ( { a , 6 , c } , ( S 0 , { 6 5 1 , c S i } ) , ( 5 1 , { S i 5 i } ) , ( S i , { 5 i } ) , ( S i , { a } ) , 5 o ) . 
We have _ , . f , 9n 2
n i ^ n 
Lt(a) = {ba
2 ,cal \ n > 1} 
and this language cannot be generated by a colony with only three components. (We 
need three components for producing a2", n > 1, but they cannot introduce also 
symbols b, c, because b, c appear only once each in the strings of Lt(a), hence they 
cannot appear in cycles and cannot be produced by replacing symbols which appear 
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at least two times in the sentential forms). Thus Lt(cr) £ COL3(£), which completes 
the proof. • 
A similar result can be obtained for the derivation modes = k, > k for k > 2. 
T h e o r e m 5. C O L n ( / ) C C O L n + i ( / ) , n > 1, / € {= k, > k | k > 2}. 
P r o o f . Consider the colony 






nb, anbcanb}), (S'n, {Sn}), (SXS2 . ..Sn)
k), 
for n > 1. We obtain 
L = k((Tn) = L>k((Tn) = 
= {((ab)i'c(ab)i'(a2b)i2c(a2b)i2 . . .(anb)inc(anby-)k \ 
ij > 1, 1 < j < n}. 
Take now a colony a = ({a,b,c},(Si, Fi),... ,(Sm, Fm),w) such that L-k(<r) = 
L=k(an). Consider a substring (a
rb)1 rc(arb)1 r of a string in L-k((Tn), 1 < r < n. 
As ir can be arbitrarily large, in generating such a substring at least one cycle 
in a is involved, Sr =>* uSrv, for some strings u,v eventually generating strings 
containing substrings (arb)1, i > 1. The symbol c cannot appear in such u,v or 
in strings they generate (otherwise an unbounded number of c occurrences will be 
produced). Therefore c is introduced only in terminal non-recurrent derivations, 
Sr =>* xcy. If either u = A or v = A, then strings containing (a
rb)1 c(arb)J, i ^ j , 
are obtained, a contradiction. Similarly when either u o r D eventually generates 
strings containing substrings (asb)1 with s / r. (Having k occurrences of Sr in some 
sentential form, using the subderivation Sr =>* uSrv for all positions, the number 
of nonterminal occurrences remain multiple of k for every Si, 1 < i < m, hence this 
derivation can be correctly ended.) Finally, if the strings u,v above will eventually 
produce terminal strings containing both (arb)l,i > 1, and (asb)J, j > 1, for some 
r ^ s, then by iterating this derivation we can get strings containing arbitrarily 
many substrings (arb)1 in the right of which substrings (asb)J appear and conversely; 
such strings are not in L-k(an) (in the strings of this language we have exactly n 
substrings (a<6)^<c(a t6)^( for each t, 1 < t < n). Consequently, for each derivation 
Sr = > * uSrv we get a terminal string u'xcyv' with u =>* u', v =>* v', Sr =>* xcy 
such that u'xcyv' = zi(arb)lc(arb)J z2, i, j > 1, possibly with zi a non-empty suffix 
of arb and z2 a non-empty prefix of a
rb and given difference i — j , possibly not zero. 
However, by iterating the subderivation Sr =>* uSrv we can assume that i and j 
are arbitrarily large. 
It is now clear that for two such derivations Sr =>* uSrv, Ss = > * u'Ssv' we can-
not have Sr = Ss (the two derivations can then be mixed and one generates strings 
with arbitrarily many substrings (arb)1 followed by (asb)J and conversely). Every 
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such cycle must involve two nonterminals, hence two components of a. In conclusion, 
a must contain at least In components, which implies L=k(crn) £ COL2n_i(= k). 
The same argument shows that L>k(an) (£ COL2n_i(> k). 
We have thus obtained the proper inclusions COL 2 n - i ( / ) C COL2 n(/) , n > 1, 
f £{=k,>k\k>1}. 
Modify now the above colony an as follows: 
a'n = ({a,b,c}, (SQ,{c
2SiS2 .. .Sn,c
3SiS2 ...Sn}), 
(Si, {abS[ab, abcab}),(S[, {5i}), 
(S2, {a
2bS'2a






It is easy to see that we need now In components in order to obtain recurrent deri-
vations associated to the n substrings of the form (ar b)% c(ar b)1 and one more compo-
nent introducing k times substrings c2 and c3 (such substrings cannot be produced 
by symbols involved in cycles, as these symbols will either generate arbitrarily many 
substrings c2, c3, or they will introduce such substrings only in the middle of the gen-
erated strings). In conclusion, L=k(a'n) = L>k(a'n) G COL 2 n + i ( / ) -COL 2 n ( / ) , n>\, 
f £{= k,>k | k > 1}, which completes the proof. • 
Somewhat surprising, the parameter k in derivation modes = k,> k does not give 
infinite hierarchies, but infinitely many incomparable families. In order to prove this, 
we shall use the next pumping property. 
Theorem 6. If L C V*,L G COL(= k) (or L G COL(> k)), k > 1, is an infinite 
language, then there is a string y G L, which can be written in the form 
y = uivwxxu2vw2x .. .ukvwkxuk+i, 





J uk + i 
is in L for all j > 1. 
P r o o f . Take a colony a = (T,(S\,Fi),..., (Sn, Fn), z0) with infinite Lj(a), f G 
{= k, > k | k > 1}. Consider an arbitrary derivation in a, 
D : zo =>{, Zi =>{2 • • • =>{r zr = ze Lf(a). 
This derivation can be completed with an initial step 5* = > z0 and thus we have a 
context-free derivation in the grammar 
G = ({S, Su...,Sn},Tt {S - z0} U {Si -* y \ y € Ftt 1 < i < n},S). 
Therefore we can consider the derivation tree associated to it in the usual way. 
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As L/(cr) is infinite, we can take z arbitrarily long, hence we may assume that the 
above considered derivation tree contains a path from S to the leafs with two nodes 
marked by the same symbol Si. This implies that a r,ub derivation Si =>* v0SiXQ 
there is in D using the components i, i[,.. ., i'm,m > 1. If all such subderivations 
have vx = A, for VQ =>* V,XQ =>* x,v,x £ T*, subderivations in D, then we 
cannot obtain z of arbitrarily large length (the set of non-recurrent derivations is 
finite). 
Look now at the strings zt, zs, t < s, where the two occurrences of Si in Si =>* 
v0SiX0 appear, namely zt = z'tSiz", zs = z'sVQSiXQz's . In the step z% =>{ zt+i 
exactly k (at least k in the > k mode of derivation) occurrences of Si are rewritten. 
Choose k of them (hence in both modes of derivation we proceed in the same way), 
zt = aiSia2Si ... akSiak+i, and continue the derivation by using the rules in Si =>* 
voSiXQ for all these k occurrences of Si. (This is clearly possible.) In this way we 
obtain a derivation 
/ '. J zo =>u zi =>i2 • • •
 ==>it
 zt - aiSi&2 • • • akSiak+i 
J J J J v/ J 
i t-J-1 i' 1 *"V " ' ' i' 
Z, 
= aiVoSiXQa2 • • .akVoSiX0ak+i. 
These steps involving Si =>* VoSiXQ can be iterated j > 1 times: 





JQak+i = z'. 
All the strings a\,..., a^+i appear in zt, together with k occurrences of Si, therefore 
we can derive them exactly as in D, until obtaining terminal strings, aq =>* uq, 1 < 
q < k + 1, Sq =>* wq, \<q<k. 
In the string z' we have exactly k occurrences of vJ0 and also k occurrences of x
J
Q. 
Irrespective how many nonterminals appear in uo,#o, their number is a multiple of 
k. Consequently, a terminal correct derivation in <r can be obtained (we choose k 
occurrences of some nonterminal Sh and replace each occurrence by the same string 
y G Fh] continuing in this way, the number of nonterminals remains multiple of k, 
hence the derivation can be finished). Write ^o =>* V,XQ =>* x. In conclusion, we 
eventually obtain a string of the form 
UiV3 WiX3 U2V
J W2X
J . . . UkVJWkXJUk + l, 
which completes the proof (take as y the string as above with j = 1). • 
This theorem has a series of important consequences. 
Coro l lary 1 . All families COL(= h), COL(= &2), COL(> k3), COL(> k4) with 
different k\, k2, k3, k4 are pairwise incomparable. 
P r o o f . The language 
L = {(anbn)k \n> 1} 
is in C O L ( = k) n COL(> k), but not in COL(= j) U COL(> / ) for j -f. k -f. j ' (use 
the previous necessary condition). • 
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Corol lary 2 . The length set of languages in COL(= jfc), COL(> k), k > I, 
contains infinite arithmetical progressions. 
P r o o f . Directly from Theorem 6. • 
T h e o r e m 7. The family COL(t) is incomparable with each of COL(=k) , COL(> 
jfc), jfc > 2. 
P r o o f . The language {a2 \n > 1} is in COL(Z), but it does not have the property 
in Corollary 2. On the other hand, consider the colony 
a = ({a,b},(S1,{aS2b,ab}),(S2,{S1}),S
2k). 
Both L=k(<r) and L>k(<r) (in fact, L=k(<r) C L>fc(c)) contain strings of the form 
anibnian2bn2 ...an2kbn2k, 
with the following two properties: 
1. for every i ^ j , the difference ni — rij can be arbitrarily large (start from S2k 
and construct a derivation consisting of subderivations which rewrite different 
k occurrences of Si into aS2b and back to Si, iterated, in such a way tha t the 
z-th substring anbn is arbitrarily increased but the j-th substring is bounded; 
we can do this because we have 2k nonterminal occurrences); 
2. for no j , 1 < j < 2k, we can have nj arbitrarily large and all ns, s -£ j , bounded 
by a given constant (we have to increase at the same time the length of at least 
k subwords anbn). 
Suppose now tha t L/(c) £ COL(Z), Lj(a) = Ljt(<r'), for some colony a' = ({a, b}, (Si, 
Fi),...,(Sm,Fm),w), fe{=k,>k}. 
In view of the above properties of strings of the considered forms, we must have in 
a' derivations of the form Si =>* ar Sibr, r > 1 (we cannot have separate derivations 
Si ==>* arSi,Si =>* Sibr, because then the equality of the number of occurrences 
of a and b cannot be observed; derivations of different forms will mix the symbols a 
and b - consider, for instance, Si =>* arSi,Si =>* brSi] the same for derivations 
of other forms). 
We consider from now on only the components (Si, Fi) corresponding to symbols 
Si involved in such recurrent derivations. Denote their set by M. 
In each sentential form of a' there are at most 2k occurrences of nonterminals Si, 
but every nonterminal Si, if appearing in a sentential form, then it appears at least 
twice (otherwise the previous property 2 is violated). 
The strings in these sets F% must be of the forms asSjbs, s > 0, j ^ i, or 
as bs , s', s" > 0. If s = 0, then the symbols a, 6 in Si ==>* arSibr are introduced 
in another component, Ft, which is also in M. If Fi contains both a terminal and a 
nonterminal string, then we can replace all occurrences of Si but one by a terminal 
string and the remained occurrences by a nonterminal string. In this way a derivation 
increasing only one substring anbn is obtained, violating again property 2. Similarly 
if Fi contains two strings asSjbs, atSibt, j / I (we fix all occurrences of Si but one 
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by replacing them by one string and work arbitrarily many steps on the non-fixed 
component using the other string). 
Consequently, all the sets Ei corresponding to components in M are singletons. 
This implies tha t each occurrence of Si will lead to the same string amSibm, m arbi-
trarily large. Finally, Si is replaced by a terminal string, which possibly differ from 
an occurrence of Si to another, but only in the range of finitely many possibilities of 
derivations without cycles. As we have pointed out, Si associated to components in 
M appears at least twice in each sentential form. In this way, property 1 is violated 
(we need arbitrarily different powers for all substrings anibn'). Contradiction, hence 
we cannot have Lj(cr) = Lt(cr'). • 
4. COLONIES WITH HYPOTHESIS LANGUAGES 
A colony is a model of an intelligent system designed for solving certain problem, 
hence it is supposed that the system has a target, its actions tend to some expected 
results. This can be captured in colony terms by considering a target language, for 
selecting the sentential forms generated by the colony. For grammar systems this 
has been done in [5], by considering a regular language as hypothesis language of the 
system behavior. The result is tha t such systems (with context-free components) 
characterize the family of context-sensitive languages (this fits with results in reg-
ulated rewriting area [7], where similar characterizations of CS are obtained). We 
t lall see here that this is true also for colonies, thus strenghtening the results in [5]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . A colony with (regular) hypothesis language (a /j-colony, for short) 
is a construct 
a = (T,(S1,F1),...,(Sn,Fn),R,w), 
where (T, (S i , P i ) , . . . , (Sn, Fn), w) is a usual colony and R is a regular language in 
( N U T ) * - T * . 
Now, for / £ {*, t}U{< k, = k, > k \ k > 1} and 1 < I: < n, we accept a derivation 
x ==>•; y only when y £ R or y £ T*. The generated language is 
Lf(a) = {x £ T* \w =>{i w1 =>l . .. =>{t ws = x, 
s > 1, 1 < ij < n, 1 < j < s, and 
WJ e R, l <j < s - l } . 
(No hypothesis is made about the last string, the terminal one.) 
We denote by H C O L n ( / ) , H C O L ( / ) , n > 1, / as above, the families of languages 
obtained in this way, corresponding to C O L n ( / ) ; C O L ( / ) , respectively. 
Every colony is a h-colony: take R = (NUT)*—T*, hence imposing no restriction. 
Therefore, 
C O L n ( / ) C H C O L „ ( / ) . n>\, 
COL(f) C H C 0 L ( 7 ) , / as above. 
For / E {= k, > k | k > 2} we again have finite languages not in H C O L ( / ) , but the 
hypothesis languages increase considerably the power of colonies of all types. 
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Theorem 8. HCOL(/) = CS, / G {*,i, = 1, > 1} U {< k j k > 1}. 
P r o o f . The inclusions C are obvious (they can be obtained by straightforward 
constructions). 
Conversely, take a grammar G = (N,T,P,S) in Kuroda normal form, that is 
with rules in P of the forms 
A -> a, X -> HC, AB -> CD, for A,B,C,DeN, a G T 
We allow also rules .A —• H, A, B E N. Without loss of generality we may assume 
that no lefthand nonterminal of a rule appears also in the righthand side of the same 
rule. 
Assume P = Hi U P2 with 
Hi = {pi : A —> x | 1 < i < n}, 
P2 = {q{ :AB->CD\l<i<m}. 
We construct now a /i-colony for the language L(G). All the cases / G {*,= 1,> 1} 
U{< k \ k > 1} can be treated together. Namely, take the colony a with the terminal 
alphabet T, the axiom string S and the next components: 
1. (A, {X}), for pi : A —• x € Pi, 1 < • < n, 
2. (A, {A'}), AGN , 
3. (A, {A"}), AGN , 
4. (A' ,{Cd), 
5- (CiAC}), 
6- (B",{Di}), 
7. (Di,{D}), for 9 i :AB^CD£P2, l<i< m. 
Denote by N', N" the set of symbols A', A", respectively, A G N. 
Take also the hypothesis language R for a 
where 
We have 
R = Ho U (N U T)*N'(N U T)*, 
Ho = (N U T)* - T* 
m 
U (N U T)*N'N"(N U T)* U | J ( N U T)*CiN"(N U T)* 
i = l 
m m 
U | J ( N U T)*CiDi(N U T)* U ( J ( N U T)*Di(N U T)*. 
t"=l i = l 
L=1(<r)=L(C). 
Indeed, rules in P\ are simulated by components in group 1 and conversely. In every 
moment, one component of type 2 can be used (not more, due to restrictions imposed 
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by R). Then a component of type 3 can be used (and only one). No component of 
type 4 can be used before using the component of type 3. Now a component of type 
5 can be used, then one of type 6 and finally one of typ3 7. These components must 
correspond to the same index i, hence to the same rule qi in P2, which is simulated 
in this way. The components of type 2 - 7 cannot be used in a different order as 
above, due to the forms of strings in R. 
The strings in R also ensure the equalities L-\(a) = L*(cr) = L>\(a) = L<fc(cr), 
hence for all these cases we have the equality with L(G). 
For the derivation mode t we construct the colony a' which is exactly as a above, 
but with components of types 2, 3 replaced by 
2'. (A, {A', A}), AeN, 
3'. (A, {A", A}), AeN. 
Denote again by N', N", N the sets of symbols A', A", A, AeN. Then the hypoth-
esis language of a' is 
R' = H0 U (N U T)*N'(N U T)*, 
with Ho as above. 
The equality L(C7) = Lt(a') can be obtained as previously (the t-mode of deri-
vation makes necessary the use of symbols A, for the case when more occurrences 
of some A are present, but only one can be replaced by A', A", respectively, as re-
quested by H'). • 
Another way for increasing the power of grammar systems is considered in [15]: 
it is supposed that the components "speak different languages" and a transducer 
is necessary to 'ntermediate them. Characterizations of context-sensitive languages 
are obtained in this way [14]; the same result holds true for colonies. 
Definition 5. A colony-transducer pair is a couple (a,g), where a = (T, (Si, Ei), 
• • •, (Sn, Fn), w) is a colony as above and g = (N U T, N U T, Q, s0, F, P) is a 
generalized sequential machine (gsm) (Q is the set of states, SQ is the initial state, F 
the set of final states, P the set of translation rules of the form sa —* xs', s, s' e Q, 
a e N L)T, x e (N U T)+). The language generated by (a, g) in the mode / , / as 
above, is 
Lf(<?,9) - {xeT* | w => / 1 wi ==> g(Wl) =>{2 w2 => g(w2) = > .. . 
. . . =>{ ws = x, 8 > 1, 1 < ij < n, 1 < j < s}. 
(Notice that if the string is terminal, then it is no more translated.) 
We denote by TCOL n( / ) , TCOL(/), n > 1, / as above, the obtained families of 
languages. 
As the transducer g can check whether the scanned string is in a given regular 
language H, it can play the role of a hypothesis language. Consequently, 
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T h e o r e m 9. T C O L ( / ) = CS, / € { * , * , = 1,> 1} U {< k j k > 1}. 
For f£{=k,>k\k>2] again we cannot generate strings of length strictly 
smaller than k. However we have 
T h e o r e m 10 . C O L ( / ) C HCOL( / ) n T C O L ( / ) , / E {= k, > k \ k > 2}. 
P r o o f . Consider the language 
Lk = {(a
ncbnf-lccn | n > 1}. 
In view of Theorem 6, this language is not in C O L ( / ) , for / as above (we have 
to pump three different subwords, an,bn,cn, while in Theorem 6 only two different 





W h e r e R = (a* S^f-1 c* Si U (a*S2b*)
k-1c*S2. 
Clearly, the first k — 1 occurrences of Si must be replaced in the first component by 
aS2b and the last one by cS2, or all of them by c, otherwise the restriction imposed 
by R is violated. This ensures the equality Lk = L/(o") for / £ {=- k, > k}. 
As above, the language R can be replaced by a gsm which can scan only strings 
in R (without modifying them), hence we have also the relation Lk £ T C O L ( / ) . • 
As a conclusion of all these results we may state tha t the colonies, with various 
modes of derivation and having or not hypothesis languages or aided by transducers, 
have a considerable generative power, in spite of the small complexity of components 
(in fact, the components are the simplest we can imagine in Chomsky hierarchy, 
regular grammars generating finite languages). And, of course, we have to stress 
the richness of this subject from mathematical point of view, a statement already 
illustrated in grammar systems theory [4]. 
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